
tion of contaminants. The problem of petroleum gas use
in minor power engineering should be solved by means
of new, economically sound developments, which find
wide application both in prolific and minor deposits of
Tomsk region. Depending on ADG composition of

these deposits before power plants the following proce�
dures should be carried out: separation from impurities
and dehydration, purification from hydrogen sulfide
and carbon dioxide, topping, removal of single heavy
hydrocarbon gas constituents.
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Introduction

Qualitative and defectless manufacture of articles from
polymeric materials (PM) by the molding method under
pressure is mainly stipulated by structural�mechanical
(rheological) properties of PM, operating mode of its recy�
cling and constructive peculiarities of applied processing
equipment. Therefore, both rheological characteristics of
polymeric composition and the most important sides of
the process itself should be deeply studied for formulating
scientific requirements for manufacturing process.

Cylindrical press�moulds filling with polymeric mass
by the molding method under pressure as well as by the
method of free molding is characterized by one very im�
portant hydrodynamic feature – the presence of moving
mass free surface contacting with solid stationary walls of a
press�accessory. From this point of view, the whole process
of press�moulds filling with polymeric mass is the process
of formation and development of moving mass free surfa�
ce up to its disappearance by the moment of cycle ending.

The experimental research [1, 2] shows that PM
flow behavior in the elements of press�accessory is de�
termined by a number of factors, which may be divided
into three groups with a certain convention.

1. Hydrodynamic and rheological factors. Mass con�
sumption in press�mould determined by processing
equipment capacity, press�mould geometry; phys�

ical�mechanical mass properties (density, viscosity,
rheological characteristics etc.); mass forces are re�
ferred to this group.

2. Thermalphysic factors. First of all, it is molding tem�
perature conditions (temperature of inflowing poly�
meric mass, temperature and insulation properties of
press�mould frame walls, temperature of environ�
mental air) and thermalphysic properties of PM itself.

3. Physicochemical factors. The factors connected
with hardening processes and finally determining ti�
me and manner of two previous groups of factors are
usually referred to the third one.

The investigation of various factors influence on mol�
ding process of articles of PM is economically unprofi�
table directly in operation conditions. Therefore, it is ne�
cessary to use the methods of physical and mathematical
simulation with further control and introduction of the
obtained results into manufacturing. In mathematical si�
mulation the simultaneous consideration of the whole
complex of factors is rather difficult. In this connection,
it is appropriate to simplify the problem relying on expe�
rimental data and considering the influence of the sepa�
rate, most important factors from this point of view. The
carried out investigations [3�9] show that the free surface
form of moving mass in the elements of press�accessory is
mainly defined by hydrodynamic and rheological para�
meters of processing mode of molding articles of PM.
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Mathematical problem statement

At the statement of mathematical problem the flow
is considered to be laminar, isothermal and axisymmet�
ric, and the typical time of hydrodynamic process is
much more than relaxation time of moving polymeric
mass stresses. In this case the system of equations
describing the process of vertically disposed press�
moulds filling with rheologically complex liquid in cy�
lindrical coordinate system (z,r,ϕ), using dimensionless
variables, is written in the form [4]

(1)

(2)

(3)

In equations (1–3) τ is the time; r, z are the axes of
coordinates; vr, vz are the components of velocity vector
corresponding to them; p is the pressure; Fr=U2/(gL) is
the Froude number.

In accordance with the Schulman rheological model
[10] the generalized Reynolds number (Re) and the liq�
uid effective viscosity (B) are determined in the form:

Re=ρU(2–n/m)Ln/m/μ n/m;

B=[Se1/n+I2
1/m]n /(I2+ε0), (4)

where ρ is liquid density; L is the tube radius R chosen as
the typical linear dimension, in the case of round tube
filling�up or the difference between the radius of outer
cylinder R2 and inner one R1 at filling�up a pine�cylindri�
cal type channel; μ is the dynamic coefficient of liquid
viscosity; U=Q/S is the average consumable velocity, de�
termined through volumetric rate of liquid – Q and the
area of channel section – S; the dimensionless parame�
ter of nonlinear viscoplasticity Se=τ0L

n/m/(Un/m.μ n/m),
where τ0 is the yield stress.

To write down the equations (1–3) the following va�
riables are chosen as the dimensionless ones:

To have an opportunity for open�end scoring at cal�
culation of viscoplastic fluid flows the small parameter

ε0 is introduced into the expression for B in (4). Its value
is chosen so that effective viscosity in the range of vis�
cous flow ≈10–4 is of the viscosity in the range of flow co�
re (ε0=0) at solving the problems of nonlinear viscopla�
stic liquid dynamics.

The expression for the intensity of strain rates I2 be�
ing a part of the second of ratios (4) may be presented as

The initial and boundary conditions are also written
in dimensionless form.

The free surface of mass St is supposed to be at the
level Jн and to be flat at the moment of time t=0 and at
all fixed solid boundaries Гi (i =1, 2) the adhesion con�
dition is carried out.

(5)

Fig. 1. Boundaries of rated operating conditions: a) the round
tube; b) the pine cylinders: z,r are the axes of coordina�
tes; Wt is the rated operating conditions; St is the boun�
dary of free surface; A is the input boundary; C is the
axis of symmetry; Гi (i =1,2) is the fixed solid boundaries
Ik, Jk are the numbers of nodes

At the input boundary А (Fig. 1) the velocity profile
corresponding to stabilized flow of the given polymeric
composition in the concerned channel is specified

(6)

The form of the function f(r) in the expression (6)
depends on rheological liquid properties and geometry
of filled press�mould. The carried out numerical experi�
ments showed that velocity profile (function f(r)) speci�
fication at the input boundary in the form correspon�
ding to the given liquid flow in the concerned channel
does not influence greatly on the flow pattern in compa�
rison with Newtonian velocity profile. It may be explai�
ned by the fact that the distance from the input bounda�
ry to the initial position of free surface exceeds the
length of the initial hydrodynamic area. Therefore, in
further calculations, the boundary conditions for the
axial velocity component at the input boundary are
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presented in the form: vz=2(1–r2) in the case of round
tube filling�up and

if the pine�cylindrical channel filling�up is considered
and velocity radial component of the velocity vr is sup�
posed to be equal to zero in both cases [3].

In the case of round tube filling�up the conditions at
the axis of symmetry C have the form

(7)

Two boundary conditions are specified on the free
surface St: normal stress equation to pressure in the me�
dium, adjacent with liquid, and condition of shearing
stress absence. These conditions are written down in the
local coordinate system (n,s,θ), connected with each
point of free surface and have the form

(8)

where Rs is the radius of curvature of free surface.

The value of viscosity efficiency В, entering into the
first of equations (8), is determined by the expression
(4). Deformation rate intensity I2 in local orthogonal
curvilinear coordinate system (n,s,θ) may be presented
in the form [3]

Besides, the kinematic condition should be fulfilled
on the free surface

Thus, to solve the assigned problem, the system con�
sisting of two equations of motion in the directions r and
z, the Poisson equation for pressure and equation con�
nected effective viscosity with velocity field are used.

Numerical solution of the problem is found by the
method of finite differences. For this purpose the given
rated area Ωt (Fig. 1) is covered with the Euler chain of
cells with the sizes h1 and h2 respectively in axial and ra�
dial directions. The method of difference analogues cal�
culation of the initial system of differential equations
using iterative schemes of the Liebmann type is stated
rather detailed in papers [3, 4]. The original technique
of boundary conditions realization on free surface in
correct formulation is also described there.

For equivalence of boundary�value problem solu�
tion described by the equation system (1–4) with the
corresponding initial and boundary conditions, consi�
sting of continuity equation and equations (1, 2, 4, 9),
carrying out the continuity equations at all the bounda�
ries of rated area is required.

(9)

It ensures velocity field conservatism inside the area.

Thus, we obtain mathematical formulation of the
problem on axial�symmetric flow of nonlinear viscopla�
stic liquid with free surface for describing the process of
cylindrical press�moulds filling with polymeric mass.

Results of calculation

Let us consider the vertical round tube and the
channel of pine�cylindrical type filling with polymeric
mass (Fig. 1).

On the basis of the method, stated in details in [3],
the algorithm is developed and the calculation program
of the process of cylindrical channels filling with rheo�
logically complex liquid is constituted. The task of nu�
merical investigation is the defining of the position and
the form of free surface as well as finding velocity fields,
pressure and press in nonlinear viscoplastic fluid flow.

The carried out calculations showed rather rapid con�
vergence of iterative process (the number of iterations to
convergence by ε=10–3 was in the range of 100–150) and
stability of used difference scheme in wide range of input
parameters change. The rheological constants n, m, the pa�
rameter of nonlinear viscoplastic Se as well as criteria Re,
Fr were used as the input parameters at calculations of
mentioned type flows. It was stated in papers [3–5], by me�
ans of dimensions analysis, that one of the main characte�
ristics of the process is value W, being the ratio of Re/Fr
(W=Re/Fr), which is also similarity criteria as the combi�
nation of two criteria. Besides, it is necessary to note that in
the case when the flow of nonlinear�viscous liquid is consi�
dered, i. e. the liquid without yield stress (Se=0), the hydro�
dynamic pattern of the flow is determined by numbers Re,
Fr and parameters ratio n/m. When Se≠0, it is necessary to
know the value of parameters (n, m) separately.

Let us consider some results of calculations.

The development of free surface form and change of
its position in time for two modes of cylindrical channel
filling is shown in Fig. 2.

It is seen from the presented figure that the esta�
blishment of free surface form is observed when re�
aching the height equal approximately 1,5D (D is the di�
ameter of the channel). The comparison of cases a) and
b) shows that W increasing results in moving mass front
becoming flatter. The estimations carried out on the ba�
sis of metering characteristics analysis showed that the
error in both case does not exceed 5 %.

The influence of main hydrodynamic parameters on
the established form of free surface is shown in Fig.

As it is seen from Fig. 3, at specified value of rheolo�
gical constants n and m and parameter of nonlinear vis�
coplasticity Se the increase of W number results in the
front of moving polymeric mass obtaining flatter form
and value hmax determining maximal front rise, decreas�
ing (h is the dimensionless quantity, equal to the diffe�
rence between the moving coordinate z of free surface
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and coordinate z, corresponding to the adherence point
of free boundary to the channel wall).

Fig. 2. Change of position and form of free surface:
а) Re=1,14.10–5, Fr=1,52.10–7, Se=0, n/m=0,7;
b) Re=2,76.10–4, Fr=9,52.10–8, Se=8,12, n=0,7, m=1,0

Fig. 3. The form of free surface depending on W at Se=0;
n/m=0,7: 1) 89.3; 2) 294; 3) 2330

The influence of parameter Se for two values of cri�
terion W (curves 1, 2 and 3, 4) is shown in Fig. 4. The
presented results show that at Se increasing the form of
free surface also becomes flatter and at the same time
the field of rod flow is rather visible. Besides, the results
presented in the given figure illustrate once more the in�
fluence of parameter W.

One of the peculiarities of liquid moving along free
surface is the presence of two�dimensional flow zone.
Intensive radial liquid flow is observed in this zone besi�
des axial one. Therefore, it is supposed to be interesting
to retrace the change of radial velocity in a front�line ar�
ea and, thereby, to determine the boundaries of two�di�
mensional flow zone.

The distribution of radial constituent of the velocity vec�
tor plotted by its values in nodes of computational mesh be�

ing at different distances from free surface at Re=1,45.10–6,
Fr=1,62.10–7, Se=0,6, n=0,7, m=1,0, is shown in Fig. 5.

Fig. 4. Influence of the parameter Se on the form of free surfa�
ce: 1, 2) W=54,8, n=1, m=1, Se=0,16, Se=1,63, 3,
4) W=3330, n=0,7, m=1, Se=1.89, Se=143

Fig. 5. Radial velocity distribution on channel section at diffe�
rent distance from free surface: 1) 0,13D; 2) 0,26D;
3) 0,43D; 4) 0,6D

As it is seen from Fig. 5, radial velocity decreases
when moving off the free surface and at a distance about
0,7D the radial constituent of velocity is practically ab�
sent. This result allows for conclusion that at established
mode the area of two�dimensional flow spreads over
about 0,7 calibers from maximal front rise of fuel mass
that conforms to the existing experimental data [1].

The calculation of the process of the channel of pi�
ne�cylindrical type filling gets rather sophisticated and
requires more expenses of computer time in comparison
with the round tube of the same length. The time of one
variant calculation for a tube is, on average, 1,5 time less
than in the given case. It is connected with the fact that
at filling the channel of pine�cylindrical type the free
surface of liquid has more complicated form and the
number of iterations per one step increases in time.

At numerical investigation on the process of filling
such channels along with rheological parameters and
criteria considered in the previous paragraph it is neces�
sary to take into consideration the ratio of radii of inner
and outer cylinders R2/R1, which influences significan�
tly the hydrodynamic pattern of the flow.

The change of position and form of free surface at
filling of the channel of pine�cylindrical type for two
modes of flow is shown in Fig. 6. It is seen from the
presented figures that free surface form in both cases is
established undergone certain transformation. The po�
sition of maximal front rise in theses figures shows that
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at increasing ratio R2/R1, the maximum shift to the in�
ner cylinder in cease a) R2/R1=3,5, and in the case
b) R2/R1=2 is observed.

Fig. 6. Change of position and form of free surface:
a) Re=1,79.10–4, Fr=3,42.10–7, Se=389, n=0,7, m=1,0;
b) Re=5,54.10–5, Fr=6,16.10–6, Se=0, n/m=0,75

The same result occurs at viscous liquid flowing in a
gap between circular cylinders for axial velocity [11]. Be�
sides, the behavior of free boundary in discussed cases
indicates that when flowing in round tube, at increasing
of W and Se criteria, liquid free surface becomes flatter.

Influence of these criteria on the form of free surfa�
ce in the stated flow at fixed ratio of inner and outer cy�
linders radii (R2/R1=6) and values of rheological para�
meters n and m is shown in Fig. 7

The analysis of the obtained results allows for conclusion
that the position of the point defining maximal front rise do�
es not depend on W and Se and completely determined by

the ratio R2/R1. The behavior of curves 1 and 2 shows that at
the given value of the parameter Se, the increase of W results
in free surface flattening and decreasing the distance betwe�
en the points of adherence on the inner and outer lateral sur�
face of cylinders. The growth of the parameter Se at fixed va�
lue W influences in the same way (curves 2, 3).

Fig. 7. Free surface form at R2/R1=6; n=0,7; m=1,0:
1) W=45,5, Se=0; 2) W=2,26.104, Se=0; 3) Se=37,9

Conclusions

The numerical investigation on the process of bulky
press�moulds filling by the method of molding under pres�
sure has been carried out. The characteristics inherent to the
studied process are considered. On the basis of the analysis
of available experimental data it is shown that the rheologi�
cal model suggested by Z.P. Shulman is the most acceptab�
le from all angles for the investigation of flows of high�visco�
sity polymeric compositions. In terms of the developed nu�
merical method the numerical solution of the problems on
filling round tube and channel of pine�cylindrical type is ob�
tained. The characteristics of flowing are discussed for each
problem and the main results of calculation are presented.
The influence of rheological parameters and flowing condit�
ions on hydrodynamic pattern of the flow, free surface form,
fields of velocity and pressure are stated.
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